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he winter months are often a quieter time for beekeepers. Unable to work our hives, reading about
bees might quicken the long days of winter, shortening the arrival of spring. Here are five books, and one still
to come, fiction and nonfiction, each offering a different
kind of absorbing read for the watcher of bees.
First, though, to address a chronic annoyance: I wish
that publishers of books about bees (Simon and Schuster,
Abrams and Princeton University Press this time around)
employed a fact checker with a depth of knowledge. Or,
perhaps entomology grad students could enhance their
dwindling funding by offering such a service. It would
relieve the reviewer of the curmudgeonly finger-wagging
task of, for example, pointing out that an antenna is not a
mandible.
Bees: A Honeyed History
by Piotr Socha
Abrams, 2017
Unfortunately this book contains this mistaken identity of an
antenna among several other errors in what is otherwise a delightful picture book about honey bees
for children. Nitpicking aside for
a moment, the book is well worth
gifting. It is unusually large-formatted – 11x15 inches – and Socha’s whimsical, accomplished illustrations fill each huge
page with enough detail to absorb a youngster through
many readings.
The bee-wise grownup might share the experience
of this book with a child as an opportunity to point out

that not everything in print is to be believed. Statements
I found misleading include: Winter bees live longer “because they stay inside” (ok, but they are physiologically
different); a swarm issues because “the day comes for the
queen to retire” (not yet; swarming is a means of proliferation, and, to be honest, she does not retire but is retired);
scout bees “patrol…around the clock” for nectar (they
start early perhaps, but they are daytime foragers); African bees are aggressive solely because of human predation
(open nesting in response to erratic forage makes them
vulnerable to many honey seekers beyond humans); “The
greatest enemy honey bees have to face is the Asian giant
hornet” (a puzzling statement, found recently in The New
York Times as well; perhaps because this predator of Southeast Asia has appeared in Europe). It’s hard to know what
was lost in translation from the Polish. After all, the Poles
have a long and cherished history of beekeeping, and even
though Socha is an artist and not an entomologist, his father was a beekeeper. One image from the book in a foreign language does not have the antennae error.
That said, this book is full of instructive and entertaining additions, including those that touch on evolution,
biology and behaviors such as dance and mating. The
oversized pages enhance the importance of each pictured
subject: bee-pollinated flowers, fruits and vegetables, beekeeping, honey production, types of honey, stings, beards
and “Pollinating Pals” – a fine page illustrating some other pollinators.
The mythology and history sections are especially engaging – from Athena to Alexander the Great and from
Egypt to Ethiopia. Slavic customs include unusual and
amusing Polish carved hives. (Although tree beekeepers
are known to have accessed nesting colonies from ingenious rear openings, not
the front as shown.) A nice
addition is the newspaperformatted Daily Buzz, with
short
cartoon-illustrated
stories on robot bees, for
example, or creative facts,
never mind how optimistic, such as: If a soccer field
were planted with clover,
each player on both teams
Piotr Socha
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could take home ten large jars of honey, leaving enough
for the bench and the refs.
This lively book will leave the reader with an addition
to a beekeeper’s bucketlist: A visit to the Jan Dzieron Museum in Kluczborg, Poland.
The History of Bees
by Maja Lunde
Touchstone/Simon & Schuster,
paperback 2018
This inventive work of fiction,
first published in 2015 in Norwegian, won a prestigious national prize and quickly became
a bestseller in Germany. From
there, it has been translated into
29 languages, and we as readers
can be grateful for a fluid English
version.
Lunde, a novelist and screenwriter, weaves three separate timelines involving lives with bees: the past, the present, and a terrifying future, where bees have disappeared.
The book is wide in scope, moving across two and a half
centuries, but the separate stories hone into detail. All
three main characters are dealing with personal problems
relating to the presence, or lack, of bees in their lives. Such
writing has been called speculative fiction, climate fiction,
or cli-fi. It’s also called first impact fiction, which has to do
with the “butterfly effect” – how small events can affect a
larger setting. Whatever it is called, those of us who keep
bees may be uncomfortable enough about their status for
this book to resonate.
Environmentalists often cite the need to be “good ancestors,” and this book echoes that sentiment by exploring family relationships. The ecological disaster of species
extinction hovers over the novel, but the stories are about
relationships, with the short, interspersed additions to
each story line focusing on love and loss. Leaps in time
and place take the reader between a 19th century British
naturalist, a modern Ohio beekeeper and a mother laboring at hand pollination in a dystopian future China.
The History of Bees is not really a history, since it begins in
2098. But the title is cleverly intended to suggest what history might hold in an environmentally apocalyptic future.
The choice to site that fictional future in Sichuan, China, as
a place where bees have long since disappeared lends a sobering note to the story, since human labor for pollination
of apple and pear trees is already necessary there today.
The book opens 80 years from now in a bleak Chinese
orchard where bees have long since disappeared. A young
mother, Tao, is a worker among hundreds of crews that
climb trees, dusting flowers with pollen-tipped hen feathers. Her meal is gruel; the fruit is not part of her diet.
The second short chapter goes back to 1851 and the story
of William, a biologist and seed merchant, whose immobilizing depression is brought about by his lack of scientific
achievement. Langstroth’s discovery of bee space segues
with William’s subsequent enthusiastic inventions.
The third introduces George, a Midwestern beekeeper
in 2007 dealing with the loss of his bees. So the pattern of
weaving through the centuries is set, exploring the mid19th century development of the movable frame hive in
William’s story, the present day collapse of the bees for
George, and the barren, bee-less future with Tao, whose
search for her son in a deserted Beijing enhances the sense
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of desolation.
It is satisfying, even surprising, that, in the end, Lunde
pulls these disparate threads so well together, and she does
it with measured optimism. The ending is not to be spoiled
here, but one central theme can be followed throughout:
the analogy of human behavior to the eusocial nature of
the bees. It’s tricky territory, rife with cliché – after all, we
are not bees -- but the writer navigates it well enough. The
tension between self-centered behavior and the need for
selflessness is central to each of the story lines. William,
for example, only gradually comes to realize that “a single
person’s life, … thoughts, fears, and dreams meant nothing” if they don’t “apply to us all.” The larger point is that
self-interest can tip both a personal and ecological balance.
Some factual errors in this book interrupt an absorbing
read of the mid-19th century story of William – at least for
this reader. For example, bees are born from the egg, not
the cell; orienting foragers are not also producing wax,
and a single foraging trip does not yield water, pollen, nectar and resin. Also, passages about the 18th century Swiss
naturalist Francois Huber imply incorrectly that he began
with clarity of intent. It is, in fact, openness of mind and
his blindness forcing him to contemplate the observations
of a second set of eyes that mark that research as scientific
in spirit. Speaking of books, The Beekeeper’s Pupil by Sarah
George, an engrossing 2002 novel about the blind naturalist Huber comes to mind.
The syndrome that brought about the name Colony Collapse Disorder – abandoned colonies
left with honey stores, a queen and a
few workers -- has come to take the
place in popular writing of the complex characteristics of general bee
decline. So it is that the beekeeper
in this novel experiences the abrupt
disappearance of his bees. The novel
paints a much more dramatic event
than the larger picture.
Despite this quibbling, Lunde’s
message is well taken – we need one
another to make it out of this. The
Maja Lunde.
book is the first in a quartet of novels. Credit, Oda Berby.
The Beekeeper:
Rescuing the Stolen Women of Iraq
by Dunya Mikhail
New Directions, 2018
It may seem unusual to include
this book, which is barely concerned with bees. Rather it recalls the experiences and depth of
character of an Iraqi beekeeper. A
traditional belief, cited in the children’s book reviewed above, was
that “bees needed their guardians
to be lawful and honest…beekeepers were always thought of as decent and trustworthy.” So it
was with Abdullah Shrem, the central character in Mikhail’s
nonfiction account.
Shrem is a member of the Yazidi minority in northern
Iraq. He is a beekeeper, or was. “I used to have a huge
garden in Sinjar where I would tend to the beehives for
hours on end, especially on Fridays – discovering the secrets of the bees, their meticulous organization, their harmony with nature. I used to be obsessed with beekeeping,
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but ever since we’ve had our Daesh problem I’ve been distracted from the bees.” He refers to ISIS by the Arabic acronym Daesh, a word synonymous with brutality. “Freeing
people from those savages has become my daily concern.”
When ISIS invaded, they singled out Yazidis, who are
not Muslim, killing most of the men and enslaving the
women and children. Ahead of the attack on Sinjar, Shrem
set off in a convoy with 28 family members. “We couldn’t
take much with us, but I grabbed four bottles of honey. We
spent seven days like that: every morning our breakfast
consisted of that honey…Our water had run out…Some
turned around to go home, but those…were captured by
Daesh.” The elderly were separated out and buried alive
in a large pit and little children who refused to leave their
grandparents were buried with them. “I don’t understand
how we were able to keep moving in such a state of sorrow.” At the Syrian border, they were protected by a Kurdish defense force made up of women who carried the disabled on their backs to camps.
“There was a bitterness in my mouth that not even the
taste of honey could get rid of,” he said. Shrem’s subsequent return and his dedication to saving captured women may come from his sensitivity, illustrated by his statement, “I write poetry. All my other habits are good ones,”
or his respect for the feminine nature of the bee colony:
“The movements of the queen bee …amazed me, made me
profoundly appreciate all the women in my life – especially the Queen Mother – because her loss would completely
disorient the colony.” Perhaps it also comes from the fact
that 56 members of his family remain missing: “What is
survival when the calamity survives along with you?” he
said. “To survive all alone is the worst kind of survival.”
Shrem knew northern Iraq well, having established a
network of honey customers. “I have experience as a businessman, which required a reputation, many business relationships, and knowledge of the roads. With the money
I made selling honey in Iraq and Syria I was able to help
save female captives.”
Shrem said that he relied on the same skills he used as
a beekeeper to rescue enslaved women. “I cultivate a hive
of transporters and smugglers from both sexes to save
our queens, the ones Daeshis call sabaya [sex slaves]. We
worked like in a beehive” with a web of cigarette smugglers, who risked losing a hand under ISIS law, which forbids smoking.
The plight of these enslaved women has been brought
to international attention with the awarding of the 2018
Nobel Peace Prize to Nadia Murad. She is a Yazidi woman,
who was captured and sold at a slave market to an ISIS
(Daesh) judge. After her escape, she became a spokesperson, unusual among those broken spirits, against violence
toward women as a tool of war.
The author Mikhail, herself an Iraqi poet and journalist,
sets the book historically; the area has known barbarians
before. She recounts the details of Shrem’s story as well
as harrowing first person accounts from women he has
helped release – some by escape, others by buying them
back from the weekly slave
market.
“I can’t explain the feel- Dunya Mikhail, author of “The Beewith Abdullah Shrem, the
ing I get,” he said, “when keeper”
beekeeper dedicated to saving the
they are reunited with their enslaved women of Iraq. Courtesy
families... overcome with of Dunya Mikhail.
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a mixture of joy and outrage.” He’s witnessed this over
70 times. But he has lost 12 of the smugglers, with many
ambushed by ISIS for the purchase money he has scraped
together for the sabaya market.
When he presented the author with a jar of honey, he said
“I’m nostalgic for bees.” Now he helps a friend with his
hives. “How I love to watch their patterns of flight, circle by
circle, as the queen flies higher and higher . . .In the end, the
females surround the males and expel them from the hive…
That’s some justice, isn’t it?”
Buzz: The Nature
and Necessity of Bees
by Thor Hanson
Basic Books, hardcover, 2018
This is an engagingly written,
well researched, widely informative book. The title, the unrelentingly clichéd word “Buzz,”
signals light popular science and
does not hint at the sophistication
and pleasure of this read. The
Nature and Necessity of the title
encompasses not only honey bees
but bumble bees, diggers, miners,
leafcutters, masons and more.
Thor Hanson is a conservation biologist with infectious curiosity, and his way with words can entice the
most squeamish to share his engagement. “Nobody trusts
an exoskeleton,” he writes. Then he sets about explaining how humans set aside their fears deep in prehistory
to bond with bees, tracing archaeological evidence back
over 8,500 years. He often draws a larger picture; when
he notes, for example, that bees were kept long before
the taming of many animals and the growing of familiar
crops, he lists many specifics, such as horses and apples.
He is a comfortable narrator, less an authority than a
knowledgeable observer willing to report and wonder.
He recounts the evidence for the evolution of bees from
wasps with a scientist’s penchant for second guessing.
He explains that “sample bias” has produced a fossil record from geographical areas with enough moisture to
produce plants with the tree resin that in turn created the
amber that trapped early specimens. Dry areas are devoid
of those examples. He speculates about how carnivorous
wasps would evolve into vegetarian bees. He does not tell
the reader, but asks, “What would drive such a change?”
Then he contrasts the wasp’s hunt for one kind of prey for
itself and the quest for different food for its offspring with
the bee’s “advantage of one-stop shopping.”
Hanson has a knack for a descriptive image. To describe the functions of a bee antenna: “Imagine your nose
perched on the end of a long, nimble stalk that also features taste buds, eardrums, and skin more sensitive than
a fingertip.”
Hanson’s first-person accounts take him into the field
with experts, to researchers, to his own sometimes amusing experiments. (A boot figures as the entrance to a
rigged-up nest.) Over a decade, the writer’s young son
absorbs his father’s curiosity.
In the Arizona desert, at a native bee course for biologists, he finds a who’s who of native bee experts. Among
them is Jerry Rozen, the bee curator at the American Museum of Natural History, who demonstrates how to collect
samples: “‘Swing the net right over the top of the flow-
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ers.’…Soon his fine-meshed pouch hummed with a darting mass of angry insects. ‘Then you see what you’ve got,’
he added simply, and put the net over his head.” The passage on mandibles, which “look industrial, like things that
should move with cogs and cables instead of muscle” goes
on to compare variations among species, depending on
the function – massive grinders; fine, sharp teeth; spatulas; shovels.
The foraging relationship is described as more nuanced
than mutualistic. “It’s not all goodwill and handouts at
the great floral buffet. Nectar, for example, is costly for
plants to produce, and they don’t just offer it up like a
bowl of Halloween candy. Most flowers dole it out on a
schedule, in locations and in amounts that direct precisely
when bees visit, where they go, and how long they stay.
And while that nectar does contain sugar, it’s usually just
sweet enough to be worthwhile, but not nearly as concentrated as what bees prefer. (After all, when they cook for
themselves, bees make honey.) The range and ingenuity of
pollinator manipulations is astounding.” Those tactics are
intriguingly explored – from added caffeine to the structural trickery of orchids.
Among the subjects examined in this book is the possibility of diet, particularly honey, as the major catalyst in the
rapid evolutionary growth of the size of the human brain,
which is metabolically expensive. “Brains are glucose consumers,” Hanson writes, and “Honey is the most energyrich food in nature.” With new analytical tools, supporting
evidence is being gathered for the role honey played in
that transformation, including from dental plaque.
Hanson does differentiate between the syndrome first
called CCD and the overall decline of the honey bee. He
delves into commercial use of native
bees and visits large farms to describe the use of alkali bees for pollination and a species explosion from
a hedgerow planted along an almond grove. Some readers may not
agree with his conclusions about the
dominance of honey bees over native
bees, but he outlines ways to protect
them all. “Fewer bees will mean fewer plants and therefore less to eat and
less oxygen to breathe. Time to take
Thor Hanson
their problems seriously.”
The reader is advised to look at the endnotes, which are
every bit as interesting as the main content.
The Bee: A Natural History
by Noah Wilson-Rich
Princeton University Press
paperback 2018
This book is an extensive,
well-illustrated survey of beerelated subjects – evolution, ecology, genetics, physiology, history
and challenges. It came out in
hardback in 2014 and has now
been published in paperback –
reviewed again here with the
thought that bee enthusiasts might be happy to save ten
bucks.
The photos and layout of this book are excellent and
invite the reader to browse among the short sections and
shelve it as a reference on anything from disease symp-
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toms to how to put together an observation hive. Note
that the text uses a useful nomenclature, honey bee as two
words – useful because it allows for the designation of a
true bee, whereas dragonfly or butterfly are written as one
word, as they are not true flies like a horse fly. That said,
when the single word “bee” is used in this book, it is not
always clear which species it refers to, since it includes native bees.
This paperback edition is identical to the hardback,
which raises the question of why some corrections were
not made when the book was reissued. As for those shortcomings, perhaps it is best to pluck a character from
Buzz, the book reviewed above, to voice them, since the
captiousness of this reviewer may be wearing thin: Prof.
Laurence Packer of York University in Canada, a native
bee expert, taught at the desert course for biologists that
Hanson describes.
Prof. Packer’s review of The Bee: A Natural History appeared in The Quarterly Review of Biology in June, 2015. In
it, one might detect a note of sarcasm in his gratitude that
“approximately one half of the text deals with ‘the BEE,’
the model organism of the title, the rest concerns the more
than 20,000 other species.” There are, though, some 45
pages of fine images of native bees, each accompanied by
description. Packer, who has a reputation for meticulous
research, oversees a large bee specimen collection. He says
of this book, “If I knew nothing about bees, I would find
this volume marvelous, but I know enough about bees to
realize that it is full of errors and obfuscations.”
The problems he finds are in the section on native bees.
(Asking him about honey bees, he says, “is like asking
an ornithologist a question about chickens.”) They range
from a typo that adds 15,000 to the number of species in
the genus Lasioglossum, which he corrects to 1,800; inaccurate forage attributed to various specific types of native
bees, for example, resin bees “do not collect resin to feed
their young”; a description of haplodiploidy, the system in
which haploid, unfertilized eggs develop males and fertilized, diploid eggs produce females, which he corrects to
say is not restricted to Hymenoptera (the taxonomic order
containing bees).
All that is not to negate the message of this book, which
is to value all the bees: “We need bees, and, increasingly,
they need us.”
A book to look forward to:
The Honey Bus:
A Memoir of a Girl
Saved by Bees
by Meredith May
Park Row Books/Harper Collins,
2019
This unusual nonfiction book
by an award-winning journalist
recounts her healing relationship
with her beekeeping grandfather.
It will be reviewed in the March
issue of ABJ before its April publication date.
M.E.A. McNeil is a journalist and Master Beekeeper. She just completed an MFA in narrative nonfiction writing at Mills College, where
she won the Teppola Nonfiction Writing Prize. She lives on a small
organic farm in Northern California with her husband and youngest
son. She can be reached at mea@onthefarm.com.
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